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I recommend them the comic books , Attack on 
titan . This story is interesting well. The stage setting 
is that we create walls themselves to product ourselves 
from the titans and live. The titan eat and kill  the 
human. The main characters name is Eren Yeager. He 
was lost his mother.His mother was eaten by the titan. 
Eren hated the titan. In five years,he becomed a soldier 
of investigated the titan. he and  peaple to support him 
is confrontting to the titan. On setting, They are the 
same age as ourself.
Their way to living is the situation :it may die tomorrow. 
but they fight to survive. so,it burings out the 
excitement of what to do if they encounter the titan in 
a situation that can not exist in reality. So,I reccomend
the comic books, Attack on titan .

(144 words)
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I think that couple surnames should not be 
accepted in Japan. The reason for this is 
because I think that it will be a question of 
what to do with the surname of the child. Also, 
it does not feel the necessity to have a 
different name. If you do not recognize couple 
surname, problems with children‘s surname will 
not occur. Actually, there is not any problem 
until now. Therefore, I think that there is no 
need to submit a different name.
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P1
Hi! Today, I have two books which I want to Introduce 
to you. One is “Hally potter”. I think you already know, 
this book is amazing. I rereaded it the other day, then I 
notice this book’s first volume has a lot of hints for final 
volume. Some people only watch movie version, but 
there are many story which cannnot be expressed only 
for 2 hours. I like Hally Potter’s movie and also books 
but If you have not read it, you should. You may be 
charmed by characters. The other is “I want to eat your 
pancreas”. It’s Japanese book. Youmay be suprised by 
this title, but this book is not horror but impressed 
story. I have never cried by books, but I cried when I 
read it. If you read it, please tell me what you think.

(139 words)
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I rereaded it the other day, then I notice this book’s 
first volume has a lot of hints for final volume. 
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MT( → ) reread

R1
P1

rethink re
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I rereaded it the other day, then I notice this book’s 
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MT( → ) hint

P1
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’’: 

I rereaded it the other day, then I notice this book’s 
first volume has a lot of hints for final volume.

MT( → ) 1 ,
First volume Final volume
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volume volume
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Some people only watch movie version, but there are 
many story which cannnot be expressed only for 2 
hours.

MT( → ): Movie version
M

R1 ?
P1
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You may be charmed by characters.

’’: 

MT( → ) , charmed
MT( → ) charmed , 3

R1

P1

You may be charmed by characters.

MT( → ) charact , 
character
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The other is “I want to eat your pancreas”. It’s Japanese 
book.

’’: 

MT( → ) , pancreas
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If you read it, please tell me what you think.

’

MT( → )
Teach impressions

MT( → )
Please tell us your thoughts

MT( → ) ,

If you read this book, please let 
us know what you think
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P2-1
I think Japanese government shouldn't admit the mercy 
killing.
It is because even if it come from good intentions, we 
can't deny taht we kill someone or something. I think it 
leads to mean life can be lost by other's will. I know it is 
done from good intentions in many cases, but at the 
same time I feel it allow us to treat other's life on our 
own.I think life should be left to the owners own 
devices. Thus Japanese government shouldn't admit the 
mercy killing.

(87 words)
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I think foreigners should be given the suffrage
conditionally. 
There are some reasons. Firstly, we will be able to 
acquire new and various ideas by giving them the right. 
And such ideas may solve the problems we are facing 
now. If there is a foreigner who has experienced the 
problem which is similar to Japanese one, he will be the 
good pointer who knows the  solutions. Secondly, if we 
don‘t give them the right, I think it will lead to the 
descrimination. Though they were’t born in Japan, they 
contribute to Japan in many ways. We should give them 
what they need because we get a lot from them. With 
these reasons, I think they should be given the right. 
(120 words) 51

I think that Japan shoud give suffrage to foreigners 
living in Japan. Because they living in japan, they should 
have Equivalent rights same as Japanese. Also 
nowadays, I think Politics of Japan is worst. To improve 
it, I need to new opinion. For that, opinion of foreigners 
may be precious for politics of Japan and Chance to 
change politics of Japan.

(61 words)
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P6
I think that Japan shoud give suffrage to foreigners
living in Japan. Because they living in japan, they 
should have Equivalent rights same as Japanese. Also 
nowadays, I think Politics of Japan is worst. To 
improve it, I need to new opinion. For that, opinion
of foreigners may be precious for politics of Japan
and Chance to change politics of Japan.
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I think that Japan shoud give suffrage to foreigners
living in Japan

MT( → ) , Foreigner
MT( → ) , Suffrage
MT( → )

Give foreigners suffrage
MT( → )

(foreigners) living in Japan
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Because they living in japan, they should have 
Equivalent rights same as Japanese

MT( → )
Because I live in Japan

MT( → )
Equivalent rights

MT( → )
same as Japanese
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Also nowadays, I think Politics of Japan is worst.

MT( → ) , present day
nowadays

MT( → ) , Politics
MT( → ) , worst
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To improve it, I need to new opinion.

MT( → )
To improve

MT( → )
New opinion
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For that, opinion of foreigners may be precious for
politics of Japan and Chance to change politics of 
Japan.

’

MT( → )
For that

MT( → ) , Opinion
MT( → ) , valuable

MT( → ) , for
MT( → )

Politics of Japan
MT( → ) , trigger
MT( → )

Chance to change
MT( → ) , Be precious

I think Japan should allow anrakushi.There are two 
reasons.
First,i think we have right to make a decision to finish 
our life by ourselves.There are a lot of people who are 
suffering from illness.If there is no treatment for them 
and they really hope to die, other people should not 
stop by our own opinion.We should respect the choice 
for their quality of life.
Second,I think it may help patient‘s family.If there are 
choices,not only continuing treatment,they can think 
how to spend good time with patient before they 
die.Patint’s family are also tired.They might think to do 
‘Murishinju’. I think Anrakushi can avoid it.
For these reasons,I think Japan should allow Anrakushi.
(112 words)
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I think that I should grant voting rights to foreigners living in Japan.
Because I think I can contribute to the development of the economy of
Japan.
I heard the voting rate in the election of Japan is low. In recent years, the

age to have the right to vote in Japan has declined, but the voter rate has
not been raised.I think giving voting rights to foreigners who can live in
Japan also leads to raising the voter turnout rate.By doing so, we can create
politics that is more likely to reflect the opinions of citizens.
It also leads to remove of the walls between the Japanese and the

foreigners who originally lived.From a foreigner, Japan is foreign to that
person. If you can have voting rights of that foreign country, you will think
that it is being welcomed by that country.That way, everyone can make it a
livable country.
However, it should give voting rights only to foreigners who have long stay

in Japan. Giving municipal rights unnecessarily, administration in local
governments becomes serious.
So, I think we should give voting rights to foreigners living in Japan to

some extent. (191 words)
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